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Roja - All You Need is Love - Hindi Dubbed Movie - 4.3 out of 5 based on 11 user ratings.Q: How can I make a "symbolic
link" to a file? I want to create a symbolic link to a file, but since I'm on a virtual server, the file doesn't have a real path (it's in a

directory in a mount point). I have tried several commands (ln, ln -s, etc.), but none of them seem to work. How can I create a
symbolic link to a file? A: You can create a symbolic link with ln -s source target, and specify the correct filesystem type. ln -s

/path/to/file.foo /path/to/file.foo.bar ls -l on the target will show the link: lrwxrwxrwx 1 josh josh 25 Jul 18 2010
/path/to/file.foo -> /path/to/file.foo.bar You can also link an arbitrary file: ln -s /path/to/any/file /foo/bar Where /foo/bar is a

directory. If you want to create a "hard link", you have to specify the filetype. A: If it's a file (i.e. not a directory) you'll need to
specify the filesystem type. If it's in a virtual machine, it may not have a real filesystem. See here: How to configure a symbolic
link to a file in a virtual machine? Other than that, ln -s /path/to/file /path/to/destination is what you're looking for. A: Another

approach is that if you are creating a hard link for a folder, then the files (in the folder) have the folder structure, where as a
symbolic link would just give the name. For example, /home/bob/
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